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SUMMARY
A direct-inverse technique and computer program called TAMSEP that can
be used for the analysis of the flow about airfoils at subsonic and low
transonic freestream velocities is presented. The method is based upon a
direct-inverse nonconservative full potential inviscid method, a Thwaites
laminar boundary layer technique, and the Barnwell turbulent momentum integral
scheme; and it is formulated using Cartesian coordinates. Since the method
utilizes inverse boundary conditions in regions of separated flow, it is
suitable for predicting the flowfield about airfoils having trailing edge
separated flow under high lift conditions. Comparisons with experimental data
indicate that the method should be a useful tool for applied aerodynamic
analyses.
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SYMBOLS
isentropic speed of sound
boundary layer coefficient in separated pressure correlation
airfoil drag coefficient
airfoil lift coefficient
pressure coefficient
Mach number
velocity
velocity components in the x and y directions, respectively
transformed velocity at boundary layer edge
velocity in the boundary layer
law-of-the-wall and law-of-the-wake velocity parameters
Cartesian coordinates
angle of attack
ratio of specific heats, assumed to be 1.4
circulation
boundary layer thickness
polar coordinate
computational coordinates
potential function
perturbation potential
Subscripts:
freestream condition
b body
e boundary layer edge
i,j grid location
LE leading edge
SEP separation point
TE trailing edge
_, _ differentiation
x, y differentiation
GENERALDESCRIPTION
INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, several finite-difference potential flow methods1-3
have been developed and successfully used for the design and analysis of
subsonic and transonic airfoils at and near cruise conditions. However, in
the analysis of high performance airfoils, aerodynamicists would also like to
be able to predict airfoil pressure distributions and aerodynamic coefficients
at high lift, high angle-of-attack conditions. Since such situations are
frequently characterized by regions of separated flow on the upper surface and
are dominated by strong viscous interaction effects, inviscid methods alone
are not applicable. Furthermore, subsonic-transonic analysis methods3'4 which
couple inviscid and boundary layer solutions typically only include the
effects of weak viscous interaction and generally fail to give accurate
results when separated flow exists on the upper surface.
However, it has been demonstrated5-8 that the direct-inverse technique
coupled to a suitable boundary layer method can be successfully applied to low
speed flows about airfoils having massive separation. In addition, Barnwell 9,
Dvorak and ChoiI0, and TavernaII have developed similar methods for transonic
flows. Barnwell's method, however, is limited in application in that it
utilizes for its inviscid solver the transonic small perturbation equation.
Further, references 9 and II only include the effects of viscous interaction
due to a turbulent boundary layer. On most airfoils, particularly on the
lower surface at high angles of attack, extensive regions of laminar flow
exist.
This report describes a flow model and computer program, called TAMSEP,
which can be used to predict the flowfield about a single element transonic
airfoil at high angle of attack high lift conditions with trailing edge
separation. Since the method is based upon the TRANDES4 and TRANSEP6 codes, it
can also be used for subsonic-transonic analyses not involving separation.
METHODOFAPPROACH
The present approach is based Up0n the direct-inverse method developed in
the TRANDESand TRANSEPprograms and the ability of this method to use either
the displacement surface (airfoil ordinate plus displacement thickness) or
pressure as the airfoil boundary condition. For the high angle-of-attack
case, the airfoil lower surface only experiences weak viscous interaction and
frequently has a long laminar run before transitionlng to fully turbulent
flow. Thus, the present model includes an initial laminar boundary layer
calculation in its viscous interaction section. On the upper surface the
boundary layer is also initially laminar, but it quickly becomesturbulent in
character followed in many cases by boundary layer separation and a separated
zone which can extend over a significant portion of the airfoil surface. In
the present model, this separated region is treated inversely in that the
pressure distribution along the effective displacement surface streamline is
determined iteratively as part of the solution and used as the airfoil
boundary condition. Consequently, the present method has been modeled as
shown on figure I.
To obtain the inviscid portion of the flowfield, the full potential
equation for two-dimensional compressible flow is used in nonconservative form
as
[a2 _2]_xx 2#x_y_xy + [a2 _2]_yy = 0
where the subscripts denote partial differentiation.
perturbation potential, 4, such that
By defining a
(I)
= xq cos _ + yq_ sin _ +q=_ (2)
where the velocity components are given by
U - _x = q_(cos _ + _x ) (3a)
and
V = _y = q_(sin _ + _y) (3b)
the governing equation in terms of the perturbation potential can be written
as
[a2 U2)_xx - 2UV_xy + [a2 V 2)_yy = 0 (4)
with
The nonconservative form of the potential equation was selected for the
present problem because results for two-dimensional flows obtained with it
agree better with Euler solutions than those obtained using the fully
conservative form of the equation 12. In addition, the conservative
(5)
formulation appears to break down in two-dimensional cases shortly after the
onset of supercritical flow 13.
In the present model, equations (3-5) are finite differenced using a
rotated difference scheme and solved iteratively using column relaxation in a
stretched Cartesian grid which maps the infinite domain to a finite
computational box. The appropriate boundary condition at infinity is 14'15
where # is the polar angle, and F is the circulation, which is determined by
the change in potential across the Kutta-Joukowski cut at the trailing edge of
the airfoil.
Likewise, the appropriate airfoil boundary condition in the direct
regions (regions without separation having only weak viscous interaction) is
the flow tangency condition given by the ordinates of the airfoil displacement
surface, i.e.
q_I sin _ + _yb]o+ (7)
In the inverse or separated flow region the pressure distribution along the
effective displacement surface streamline is considered specified and used as
the boundary condition. As shown in reference 2, this approach leads to a
derivative boundary condition for the inverse region of the form
vM_Cpb V 2+ - _ - I
(_,- 1)M (8)
Complete details concerning the finite difference scheme, the stretched
Cartesian grid system, and the treatment of the boundary conditions are given
in references i, 2, and 4.
To include viscous effects, the basic approach is to calculate a boundary
layer displacement thickness for the weak interaction regions and to use it to
correct the location of the displacement surface (i.e., airfoil ordinate plus
displacement thickness). For the strongly interacting separated zone on the
upper surface, the pressure is determined from the interaction solution and
the location of the displacement surface is computed by integrating the
surface tangency condition, equation (7), with the initial conditions
specified by the displacement surface ordinates at the separation point, which
is the interface between the two regions. The location and slopes of the
displacement surfaces are updated regularly throughout the iterative solution.
In the present method, the laminar portion of the boundary layer is
computedusing a compressible Thwaites method similar to that used previously
in TRANSEP6. The transition location is determined from a Granville type
correlation 16 based upon the difference between the local momentumthickness
Reynolds numberand the value at the laminar instability point combined with
the pressure gradient history. Sometimes,particularly on the upper surface
at high angles of attack, laminar separation is predicted upstream of the
transition point. In these cases, the local momentumthickness Reynolds
number is compared to an empirical correlation in order to determine if the
laminar bubble is long or short. If the bubble is short, its length is
assumedto be one horizontal delta-x grid width and the turbulent flow
computation is initiated at the next downstreamgrid point. If the estimate
indicates that the bubble is long, the calculation proceeds, but a warning is
printed which indicates that the results are probably in error.
After transition, the turbulent boundary layer is computedusing the
simplified Kuhn And Nielson method (SKAN)as developed by Barnwell in
reference 9. This method was selected because it is efficient, reliable, and
yields excellent predictions of displacement thicknesses and separation point
location. The SKANturbulent boundary layer method solves the integral forms
of the momentumequation, momentof momentumequation, and the derivative of
the Coles' law-of-the-wall law-of-the wake relationship applied at the
boundary layer edge. After considerable effort 9, these equations can be
transformed into a set of simultaneous ordinary differential equations, i.e.
du* d6 dU due a
-bi du_dx aall d--_-+ ai2 dx ai3 _xx -- + -- ci (9)
which can be solved for the wall friction velocity, u , the wake parameter u_,
and the boundary layer thickness 6, using a second-order predictor-corrector
technique. The remaining quantities of interest such as displacement
thickness and momentum thickness are then determined from these variables.
The numerical integration is terminated at the separation point, where the
wall friction velocity, u , vanishes.
The method uses a two-layer eddy-viscosity model which utilizes the
Prandtl mixing length concept in the inner region and a Clauser model in the
outer zone. In addition, the method assumes an adiabatic wall, ignores the
laminar sublayer, and approximates the intermittency factor as well as several
density ratios appearing in the fundamental equations.
Thus, on the lower surface the flow is computedusing direct boundary
conditions (airfoil specified) including the effects of weak viscous
interaction. On the upper surface, the flowfield is also computeddirectly
with viscous interaction up to the separation point, which is determined as
part of the boundary layer solution. Downstreamof separation, inverse
boundary conditions are utilized, and the pressure must be specified.
Fortunately, if the skin friction at the wall is assumedto be zero in the
separated zone, the SKANformulation can be used to obtain a closed form
solution for the velocity, and hence the pressure, at the outer edge of the
separated zone. The resultant analytic expressions for the velocity and
pressure are
u
As can be seen, the separated pressure depends upon the flowfield
solution via the inviscid perturbation potentials at the separation point and
the trailing edge, the size of the separated zone, and (through c3) the
boundary layer solution at the separation point. In addition, this closed
form solution predicts a variable pressure distribution for the separated
region. At low freestream Mach numbers this variation is extremely small and
is essentially constant. However, at freestream Mach numbers of 0.3 and
above, the variation becomes significant and influences the resultant
flowfield solution. This trend and the separated pressure variation is in
accord with experimental observations and is a significant improvement over
previous methods which assumed constant pressure in the separated zone
regardless of the fl0w conditions. At low speeds the separated pressure is
essentially constant and the complexity introduced by equations (i0)-(ii) may
not be warranted. Thus, the present method contains the option of either
using a constant pressure in the separated region or the variable distribution
determined by the closed form solution given above.
In principle, the separated region and the wake should be accurately
modeled with respect to physical phenomena and internal details.
Consequently, several other investigators I0'17-18 have attempted to develop
detailed descriptions of these regions. In the present model, however, the
wake region contains very few computational points because the coordinate
system rapidly stretches to infinity. Thus, the wake is assumed to be
inviscid with a constant pressure trailing edge formed by the upper and lower
displacement surfaces. Fortunately, extensive numerical experiments with the
present and previous 7 models indicate that the pressure distribution and
aerodynamic coefficients are primarily dependent upon obtaining accurate
predictions for the location of the separation point and the magnitude and
variation of the separated pressure. Apparently, for many problems of
interest the details of the wake region are of secondary importance. Since
the present method obtains the separation point location directly from the
solution for the wall friction velocity, u , and the pressure variation from a
solution which couples the inviscid and viscous parts, it should yield
reasonable engineering results.
INTERACTION AND ITERATION PROCEDURE
The iteration and interaction procedure used in TAMSEP is similar to that
used in the low-speed program TRANSEP 6 and is outlined in schematic form on
figure 2. The program first reads all necessary input and initializes the
perturbation potential at all grid points to zero. Next it computes
transformation factors and coordinates associated with the stretched Cartesian
grid for the initial grid specified by the input data. Included in this
process is the computation of all airfoil ordinates and slopes required on the
computational grid.
Since the initial grid is normally very coarse with a default size of
13x7, only fifty inviscid iterative cycles are computed on this grid. The
calculation procedure used for the inviscid potential equation is the same
iterative successive column over-relaxation scheme used in TRANDES I'4 This
limited number of cycles serves to rapidly create an approximate starting
solution for succeeding grids. After these are completed, the grid is then
halved and the solution interpolated onto a new grid, which has a default size
of 25x13.
After obtaining all necessary coordinates, stretching factors, airfoil
ordinates and slopes, etc., for this second grid, the method then performs
fifty inviscid iterative cycles before considering any type of viscous
interaction. Experience has shown that it is important to perform a limited
number of inviscid cycles at the beginning of each new grid in order to
eliminate any "problems" introduced by grid halving and interpolation.
After these initial iterations, the program then checks to see whether or
not the user desires viscous interaction to be included by examining the value
of the variable ITACT. If viscous interaction is desired, which is specified
by the ITACT default value of one, the program then checks to see if an
initiai laminar boundary layer is to be included (ILAM=I) or if the viscous
calculations are to be for a turbulent boundary layer with user specified
transition points (ILAM=O).
Upon completing the boundary layer computations for the current flowfield
solution, the program then calculates the ordinates and slopes of the upper
and lower displacement surfaces. Since it only involves weak viscous
interaction, the lower surface computations are from the leading edge or the
lower surface stagnation point, whichever is further aft, to the trailing
edge. However, on the upper surface they are only from the leading edge to
the separation point or to the trailing edge, whichever is less. This process
involves smoothing of the displacement thickness values, properly adding them
to the airfoil ordinates, and spline fitting the resulting points.
At this point the procedure depends upon whether or not separation has
been detected on the upper surface. If separation does not exist prior to the
last grid point on the airfoil upper surface, additional inviscid cycles are
performed before returning to the viscous interaction loop. However, if
separation is predicted, then the method must determine the pressure
distribution and the location of the displacement surface in the separated
zone.
Exactly how the separated pressure distribution is determined depends
upon the user specified variable KSEP. If KSEP is zero, the pressure is
assumed to be constant in the separated zone and is computed by
"2 [_TE _SEP]
CPsEP - XT E . XSEP (12)
While this expression is a small perturbation approximation for Cp,SEP, its
usage has been found to be accurate and adequate for low speed incompressible
flows. At freestream Mach numbers of 0.3 and higher, however, the variable
separated pressure option, specified by a KSEP value of one, should be used.
In this case, the pressure distribution along the displacement streamline in
the separated region is determined by equations (i0) and (Ii) above. Note
that both approaches determine the separated zone pressure, which depends upon
the current solution, by conditions at both the separation point and at the
trailing edge and not just on conditions in the vicinity of separation. This
result is in agreement with the conclusion of Gross 19 that conditions at the
downstream end of the separation zone partially influence the separation
pressure level.
i0
After determining the separated pressure distribution corresponding to
the predicted separation point and the current potential flow solution, the
corresponding upper surface displacement surface must also be computedfor the
separated zone. Whenseparation exists, the previous method of adding the
computeddisplacement thickness to the original airfoil ordinates is
inappropriate since the values for displacement thickness predicted by the
SKANmethod are probably inaccurate in separated regions. Instead, the
present approach is to solve, using the current potential flow solution, the
differential equation
I I sin _ + gb4Nb (13)d__ - _ b
dx b = cos fb4_b
for the y-ordinates of the separated displacement surface as a function of x.
Based upon previous studies 2'6, equation (13) is solved using the Runge-Kutta
method of order four and the displacement surface ordinate at the separation
point as the initial condition. In addition, in the process of solving this
equation _fb and _b must be evaluated by finite differences. While several
formulations are possible 2, numerical studies indicate that accurate
displacement surfaces are obtained using the following
"3_i.i-I + 4_ij - _i j+l _i - 24ij + _i,
4Nb = - 2A_ ' + ("b "j-l] ,j-I A_ 2 .. j+l
(14a)
4i+l,j-I 4i-i j-I 4i+I 4i+I 4i-l.i + 4i-l,i-i
(14b)
In equations (14), the point (i,j-l) is the first ghost point below the
displacement surface. Its value is determined as part of the inverse pressure
boundary condition.
Since the present process is iterative and the potential solution uses
the separated pressure distribution as an inverse boundary condition, the
solution of equations (13) and (14) should yield upon convergence a separated
zone displacement surface or free streamline that is compatible with the
pressure distribution and potential flow solution.
At this point in the iteration-interaction procedure a check is made to
see if the solution has converged or if the maximum number of iterations for a
given grid size has been exceeded. If neither situation is true, ten more
inviscid cycles with the new displacement surfaces and separated pressure
ii
distribution are performed prior to repeating the viscous interaction loop.
If, however, either condition is satisfied and the finest grid specified by
the user has not been used, the grid is refined and the entire process shown
on figure 2 is repeated. If the last grid solution has been obtained, then a
final output is printed and the solution is finished.
It should be noted that the calculations on a given grid are stopped and
assumedto be converged when the maximumperturbation potential change is less
than someuser specified value. However, when separation is present it is
usual for the calculations on each grid to be terminated due to the number of
iterative cycles exceeding a maximumuser specified value (particularly on
computers which only retain seven significant digits). In those cases, the
existence or degree of convergence can be determined by examining the
variation in the number of supersonic points, the location of separation, and
the trailing edge ordinate of the upper displacement surface. All these
values are printed out every ten iterative cycles. If they stabilize prior to
the end of the computation on a given grid, then the results can be assumedto
be converged. Normally, it is sufficient to perform 800 cycles on the coarse
grid (25x13), 400 on the mediumgrid (49x25), and 400 on the fine grid
(97x49), although occasionally more maybe needed. In determining
convergence, it should be rememberedthat the present method is supposed to
obtain a steady state solution. At angles of attack above maximumlift, the
actual flowfield about an airfoil is usually unsteady20'21 In those cases,
the present method probably will not converge and may enter sometype of
oscillatory behavior which appears to represent an unsteady flow pattern.
However, the present method is not "time-accurate" and such results should
only be viewed as indicative of the presence of significant unsteady
phenomena.
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USER INSTRUCTIONS
CODE DESCRIPTION
The TAMSEP code consists of a main program and eighteen subroutines. The
subroutine and their relationships are shown in a subroutine tree on figure 3.
The subroutine names and their functions are as follows:
FOIL Reads in initial airfoil shape and determines ordinates and slopes at
computational points.
VISACT Computes turbulent boundary layer when viscous interaction included.
THWAIT Computes the laminar boundary layer when viscous interaction
included.
FIT2 Curve fit routine used by Thwaites method.
VALUE Initializes the flowfield to zero perturbation potential.
SOLVE Sets up the matrix coefficients used in the SLOR relaxation scheme.
PRESS Computes the pressure distribution on the airfoil.
COORD Sets up the coordinates in the computational and physical grids and
computes the stretching factors.
FLOWI Solves flowfield in front of the airfoil.
FLOW2 Solves flowfield in the direct region above and below the airfoil.
FLOW3 Solves flowfield in the inverse region.
WAKE Solves the flowfield behind the airfoil.
SHAPE Computes the shape of the airfoil displacement surface in the
separated zone.
TRID Tridiagonal equation solver.
HALVE Doubles the grid size and interpolates old values to obtain starting
values on the new grid.
PLOT Creates a printer plot of the Cp and displacement surface.
ARC
SPLINE
Determines the arc length of the airfoil coordinates and splines the
coordinates versus arc length.
Computesa cubic spline through a set of points.
BDLY Computesthe turbulent boundary layer at the end of an inverse design
calculation.
The TAMSEPcode is written FORTRANIV programming language and is
designed for use on IBM, AMDAHL,CDC,DEC,and similar computers. In
nonoverlay modeit requires less than 320,000 bytes on an Amdahl470/V8.
Using a FORTRANH extended compiler at the optimization level two, it needs
about 17 seconds for compilation and obtains a solution on a 97x49 grid in
about 160 seconds at a rate of around 15,000 points/second. Someslight
modification to formats, etc. maybe required to run the program on different
computer systems or under a FORTRAN77 compiler.
INPUTDESCRIPTION
The input to the TAMSEPcode is read in eight separate blocks. The first
one contains a user supplied title, while the second and third blocks specify
all the floating point and integer parameters needed to run the program.
These parameters are input via namelists and if not specified are assigned
default values by the program. Blocks four and seven are optional and are
only included when the parameter IREAD is one. They read a non-zero
perturbation potential starting solution and an initial airfoil description.
Blocks five and eight are associated with input for the design option in the
program and are only included when the parameter INV is one. Finally, block
six contains the description of the airfoil under consideration. For an
analysis computation, only blocks one, two, three and six would be included in
the input stream.
DETAILED INPUT DESCRIPTION
Input Block I_ Title.
This block consists of a single line of input and is read by the main
program.
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NTITLE Description of case. Up to 80 alphanumeric characters. Appears on
the printed output at the beginning of the results of each grid.
Input Block 2_ Floating Point Parameters,
This block of input is read by the main program via a namelist called
FINP.
M Freestream Math number (real variable). Default 0.5
W Relaxation factor for subsonic points. Should be in the range
0 _ W s 2.0. Default 1.7
XI X location where the direct mode calculation procedure stops. In the
analysis mode it should be set to 0.5 (i.e. the trailing edge). In
the inverse (design) mode it is usually set to slightly less than the
third point from the leading edge or larger. Default 0.5
X2 End of the inverse region. For analysis cases set to a large number.
In the inverse (design) case set to 0,5 (i.e. the trailing edge).
Default I0000.0
ALP Angle of attack in degrees. Default 0.0
EPS Subsonic damping factor to match difference equations at sonic line
if needed, Has no effect on the accuracy of the solution. Only
affects stability and convergence rate. Normally it is not needed.
Default 0.0
EPSS Supersonic damping factor for iterative stability. Has no effect on
the accuracy of the converged solution, only on the stability and
convergence rate. Should typically be about M2max i, where Mma x is
the maximum local Mach number. Default 0.4
X4 The positive X locations where the coordinate stretching changes. It
should be near the airfoil trailing edge. Default 0.49
$4 The positive psi value in the computational plane where the
stretching changes. Default 2.0
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CONV
AI
A2
A3
RN
XIBDLY
CIR
CDCORR
Convergencecriteria control value. Iterations stop when the maximum
change in the perturbation potential between relaxation cycles is
less than CONV. Default I.E-05
Stretching constant for the Y direction. It can be used to control
the Y and eta spacing near the horizontal axis. It is usually best
to have the psi and eta spacing equal near the leading edge of the
airfoil. Default 0.246
First stretching constant for the X-direction. It is equivalent to
(2/_) (dx/df) at f = _4" The value of A2 determines the horizontal
step size near the leading and trailing edges, i.e.
A2 _ A2 2(1 + $4)
_Xx=x4 - 2_ - --f-- (i#mx-1)
See Appendix A of reference 4. Default 0.15
Second stretching constant for the x-direction. It determines the
physical location of the vertical grid line adjacent to the grid side
edge. Default 3.87
Freestream Reynolds number based on chord length. Used only when
viscous interaction (ITACT=I) included. Default 20E+06
The x-location at which upper surface transition is assumed to occur.
The turbulent boundary layer calculation starts at the next grid
point. The relationship to percent chord is:
XIBDLY - (%chord - 50.0)/100.0
Used only if viscous interaction included (ITACT=I) and laminar
boundary layer ignored (ILAM=0). Default -0.44
Circulation about airfoil. If an initial solution is input (IREAD=I),
it must be the corresponding value of circulation (CIR=CL/2.0).
Default 0.0
Correction to the wave drag coefficient. Because of the lack of a
large number of points in the leading and trailing edge regions, the
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RDEL
RDELFN
SP
XSEP
RCPB
CPB
XMON
XPC
XLBDLY
wave drag coefficient has an error associated with grid size,
spacing, and lift coefficient. The magnitude of CDCORRmust be
determined by the user by empirical methods. Note that the
correction should be different for each airfoil and grid combination.
Default 0.0
Relaxation parameter for the boundary layer displacement thickness.
It is used only when viscous interaction is included (ITACT=I) and
IMAX is less than or equal to 55. Default 0.25
Fine grid relaxation parameter for the boundary layer displacement
thickness. It is used only when viscous interaction is included and
IMAX is greater than 55. Default 0.125
Maximum value allowed for the Nash-Macdonald separation parameter
when x s XSEP. Used only in the design case (INV=I) when computing
the boundary layer over the design surface. Default 0.004
X location after which the Nash-Macdonald separation parameter can
exceed SP. Used only in the design case (INV=I) when computing the
boundary layer over the design surface. Default 0.44
Not used. Ignore.
Not used. Ignore.
Not used. Ignore.
Location after which the lower surface displacement thickness is
required to continue decreasing once it has started to decrease.
Upstream of XPC the displacement thickness is required to be
monotonically increasing. For most aft-cambered airfoils it should
be set to 0.i, and for conventional airfoils it should be set to 0.5.
Default 0.I
The x-location at which lower surface transition is assumed to occur.
Same relationship to chord as XIBDLY. Used only if viscous
interaction included (ITACT=I) and laminar boundary layer ignored
(ILAM=0). Default -0.44
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RLAX Relaxation parameter for the separated pressure level in the constant
separated pressure option (KSEP=O). Sometimes needed to enhance
convergence. Used only when ITACT=I, IMASS=I, and KSEP-O. Default
1.0
RADUS Leading edge radius of the airfoil nondimensionalized by the chord.
Used only if ITACT=I and ILAM=I. Default 0.0159
Input Block 3: Integer Parameters.
This block of input is read by the main program via a namelist called
IINP.
IMAX Number of vertical grid lines in the horizontal direction on the
first grid. I=i corresponds to upstream infinity and I=IMAX
corresponds to downstream infinity. For each grid refinement IMAX is
increased such that the new IMAX is two times the old value minus
one. The limit on IMAX is 99. Default 13
JMAX Number of horizontal grid lines in the vertical direction on the
first grid. J=l corresponds to infinity below the airfoil and J-JMAX
is infinity above the airfoil. The same formula and limit that apply
to IMAX also apply to JMAX. Default 7
IKASE An integer number describing the case being computed. It is limited
to a maximum of six digits and is printed at the beginning of the
pressure printer plot for each grid. Default I00
INV Parameter determining the program mode. It should be zero for
analysis cases and one for inverse design cases. Default 0
MITER Maximum number of interactions (complete relaxation cycles) allowed
on the first grid. MITER is halved for each grid refinement.
However, on the fourth grid, MITER is reset to 400. Default 1600
NHALF Number of grid refinements. Default 2
ITACT Viscous interaction control parameter. It should be set to zero for
analysis cases without interaction and for design cases. It should
be one for analysis cases with interaction. Default 0
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ISKP2 Airfoil update control parameter for grid two. It should be zero if
an airfoil shape update is desired on grid two every ten iterations.
It should be one if an update is not desired until grid two solution
is completed. Only used in the inverse design mode (INV=I). Default
0
ISKP3 Sameas ISKP2but for grid 3
ISKP4 Sameas ISKP2but for grid 4
ITERP Interpolation parameter for the design pressure distribution on grid
four. If in the design modethe input pressure distribution for grid
four is to be read as input data, INTERPshould be zero. If it is
desired to linearly interpolate the pressure distribution of grid
three, it should be one. Default 0
IREAD Starting solution control parameter. If IREADis zero, the initial
perturbation solution is assumedto be zero everywhere. It it is
one, an initial solution is read as data. The latter would only
normally occur whena user wished to restart a solution which had
previously been saved. Default 0
LP Relaxation cycle interval at which boundary layer details are
printed. For diagnostic purposes suggest 50 or I00. For normal
information purposes, suggest a value of 200. Default i000 (no
printout)
IMASS Massive separation parameter. It should be one if the massive
separation option is desired in analysis cases and is active only if
ITACT is one. In inverse design cases (INV=I) it should be zero.
Default I
ILAM Boundary layer parameter. If zero, boundary layer is computedas if
all turbulent with transition at XIBDLYand XLBDLY. If one, boundary
layer is considered laminar-turbulent with natural transition.
Default i
IPRTI Print parameter. If one, perturbation potential values printed at
the completion of each grid. Default 0
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IPRT2 Print parameter. If one, x and y velocities at each grid point
printed at the completion of each grid. Default 0
KSEP Separated pressure distribution parameter. If zero, pressure in
separated zone is assumedto be constant. If one, pressure in
separated zone is considered variable. Default I
Input Block 4: Starting Solution (Optional)_
This block of data is read by subroutine VALUE only if the integer
parameter IREAD has the value of one.
P(I,J) Nondimensional perturbation potential at point l,J. Read by rows
starting at J=JMAX down to J=l. Each row runs from I=I to I=IMAX and
starts on a new line. Format 5E15.7
PB(1) Nondimensional perturbation potential at point I on the y=O (i.e.
J=JB) grid line that is associated with the lower surface of the
airfoil. Read from Izl to I=IMAX. Format 5E15.7
Input Block 5: Direct Inverse Parameters (Inverse Design Mode only)
This single line of input is read in subroutine COORD only when the
inverse design mode is active (INV=I).
Xl,X2 Same definition as in Block 3. However, when the inverse design mode
is active, these values are read prior to the solution of each grid.
This block corresponds to the first grid; and, thus, should always
use XI=0.5 and X2=I0000.O. Format 2FI0.5
Input Block 6: Airfoil Description
This block of data is read by subroutine FOIL and describes the airfoil
used in the analysis mode or the starting airfoil for the inverse design mode.
NI The number of coordinate pairs used to describe the upper surface of
the airfoil. Maximum value limited to 99. Format 15
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XI(1),YI(1) Coordinate pairs describing the upper surface of the airfoil. The
leading edge corresponds to XI=0.0 and the trailing edge is XI=I.0.
The vertical ordinate, YI, is nondimensionalized by chord. Read
starting with I=i to I=NI. Format 8FI0.4
DERIX,DERIY,DERFX,DERFYParameters describing the leading and trailing edge
of the airfoil. DERIXis dx/ds of the airfoil upper surface at the
leading edge. It is usually zero. DERIYis dy/ds of the airfoil
upper surface at the leading edge and it is usually 1.0. DERFXis
d3x/ds3 of the airfoil upper surface at the trailing edge. It is
usually sufficiently accurate to use 0o0. DERFYis d3y/ds3 of the
airfoil upper surface at the trailing edge. It is usually
sufficiently accurate to use O.0. Format 4FI0.4
NIB The number of coordinate pairs used to describe the lower surface of
the airfoil. Maximumvalue limited to 99. Format 15
XIB(1),YIB(1) Coordinate pairs describing the lower surface of the airfoil.
The leading edge corresponds to XI=0.0 and the trailing edge is
XI=I.0. The vertical ordinate, YIP, is nondimensionalized by the
chord. Read starting with I=I to I=NIB. Format 8FI0.4
DERIXB,DERIYB,DERFXB,DERFYBParameters describing the leading and trailing
edge of the airfoil. DERIXBis dx/ds of the airfoil lower surface at
the leading edge. It is usually zero. DERIYBis dy/ds of the
airfoil lower surface at the leading edge and it is usually -i.0.
DERFXBis d3x/ds3 of the airfoil lower surface at the trailing edge.
It is usually sufficiently accurate to use 0.0. DERFYBis d3y/dsJ of
the airfoil lower surface at the trailing edge. It is usually
sufficiently accurate to use 0.0. Format 4FI0.4
Input Block 7: Starting Airfoil Description (Optional)
This block of data is read from subroutine FOIL and is only read if the
integer input parameter IREAD is one. It effectively overwrites the
information from input block six.
YU(1),YL(1),SLU(1),SLL(1) Values describing the airfoil on the starting grid.
YU(I) and YL(I) are the upper and lower surface ordinates,
nondimensionalized by chord, at chord location X(I). SLU(I) and
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SLL(1) are the upper and lower surface slopes at chord location X(1).
The X(1) values depend upon the size and spacing associated with the
starting grid. The group of four values is read starting at the I
value corresponding to the first point downstreamof the leading edge
(I=ILE) and ending with the point just upstream of the trailing edge
(I=ITE). Format 5E15.7
DUPOLD(1),DLWOLD(1)Values describing the boundary layer displacement
thickness on the starting grid, DUPOLD(I)and DLWOLD(I)are the
upper and lower surface displacement thicknesses corresponding to the
chord location X(I). These are read starting at the I value
corresponding to the first point downstreamof the leading edge
(I=ILE) and ending with the point just upstream of the trailing edge
(I=ITE). Format 5E15.7
Input Block 8: Design Pressure Distribution (Inverse Design Mode only)
This block of data consists of four sections which are only included in
the inverse design mode (INV=I). In that mode only the last three sections
would usually be included.
Section I.- Starting solution design pressure distribution read by subroutine
FOIL. This section would only be included if a design solution were being
restarted (i.e. INV=I, IREAD=I, and MHALF=I) and it would only affect the
first grid considered.
CPU(1)
CPL(1)
Upper surface inverse region pressure coefficient values for the
design case starting with I=Ii, which is the first grid point after
X1 and ending with I=ITE, the grid point just upstream of the
trailing edge. Format 8EI0.3
Lower surface inverse region pressure coefficient values for the
design case starting with i=II, which is the first grid point after
X1 and ending with I=ITE, the grid point just upstream of the
trailing edge. Format 8EI0.3
Section 2.- This section reads in the starting and ending points of the
inverse region from subroutine COORD and the inverse design pressure
distribution from subroutine FOIL for the second grid. Used only in the
inverse design case (INV=I).
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Xl,X2 XI is the location where the direct calculation stops and the inverse
calculation begins. Typically, it is slightly less than the third
point from the leading edge or larger. X2 is the location where the
inverse calculation stops. It should always be set to 0.5. Format
2FI0.5
CPU(1) Upper surface inverse region pressure coefficient values for the
design case starting with I=Ii, which is the first grid point after
XI and ending with I=ITE, the grid point just upstream of the
trailing edge. Format 8EI0.3
CPL(1) Lower surface inverse region pressure coefficient values for the
design case starting with I=II, which is the first grid point after
XI and ending with I=ITE, the grid point just upstream of the
trailing edge. Format 8EI0.3
Section 3.- This section reads in the starting and ending points of the
inverse region from subroutine COORDand the inverse design pressure
distribution from subroutine FOIL for the third grid. Used only in the
inverse design case (INV=I). The input variables and descriptions are the
sameas Section 2 above.
Section 4.- This section reads in the starting and ending points of the
inverse region from subroutine COORDand the inverse design pressure
distribution from subroutine FOIL for the fourth grid. Used only in the
inverse design case (INV=I) when ITERPis zero. Note that in references 2
and 4, the use of grid four for inverse design is not recommended. The
input variables and descriptions are the sameas Section 2 above.
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OUTPUTDESCRIPTION
The printed output when the program is operated in the inverse design
modeis identical to that described in reference 4. Whenthe program is
operated in the analysis modewith the massive separation option, the output
for grids two, three, and four has the form shownbelow. Since the first grid
assumesinviscid flow 0nly, its printout only includes those portions
associated with an inviscid solution.
I. Heading (user supplied)
2. Case Number
Machnumberand angle of attack
Case type callouts, i.e.,
INVISCID ANALYSISCASE
WITHLAMINARTURBULENTVISCOUSINTERACTION
ANDMASSIVESEPARATION
ANDVARIABLEPRESSUREIN SEPARATEDREGION
Input data in namelists FINP and IINP
Coordinate System for current grid printed as I,X(1) followed by J, Y(J)
Ordinates of the current airfoil displacement surface
X--Horizontal ordinate, where -0.5 is the leading edge and 0.5 is the
trailing edge.
YU--Upper displacement surface ordinate
YL--Lower displacement surface ordinate
UPPERSLOPE--Slopeof upper displacement surface
LOWERSLOPE--Slopeof lower displacement surface
Iteration history at ten-cycle intervals
o
.
5.
°
.
.
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CIR--Circulation
DPM--Maximum4 correction (absolute value) in the last relaxation cycle
with the corresponding (I,J) grid location.
NSSP--Numberof supersonic grid points
DELTAYORYUTE--In the design case, the change in YU(ITE), the upper
surface trailing edge ordinate, since the last surface update.
Should go to zero if converging. In the viscous analysis case, it is
the current value of YU(ITE); and it should approach a constant value
if the solution is converging. Only changes after the first fifty
cycles on each grid.
SEPAT X--The current x ordinate value for the upper surface separation
point (x = -0.5 is the leading edge and x = 0.5 is the trailing
edge).
9. Boundary Layer Information
Every LP cycles results of the current boundary layer solution are
printed first for the lower surface of the airfoil and then for the upper
surface. In each case, the laminar solution (if ILAM=I) is printed first
followed by the turbulent solution.
9a. Laminar Boundary Layer Information (Printed every LP cycles)
X--Horizontal ordinate
MACH #--Local Mach Number
CF--Skin friction coefficient (the 0.1Eli initial value is arbitrary
and should be ignored)
D-STAR--6*/c, non-dimensional boundary layer displacement thickness
D-THETA--0/c, non-dimensional momentum thickness
H--6"/0, shape factor
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RE-THETA--LocalReynolds numberbased on 8
RE-STAR--Local Reynolds number based on 6*
TM--#(du/dx)/v, Pressure gradient parameter
9b. Possible Laminar Boundary Layer Messages
i. SEPARATION OCCURRED AT X - 0.xxx -- gives x location where
laminar separation occurred.
2. SHORT BUBBLE FORMED? TRANSITION TO TURBULENT FLOW ASSUMED,
X= 0.xxx
3. LONG BUBBLE? LAMINAR STALL MAY OCCUR, X _ O.xxx BOUNDARY LAYER
CALCULATION WILL BE CONTINUED AS TURBULENT BUT ACCURACY OF
RESULTS IS QUESTIONABLE
4. BOUNDARY LAYER CALCULATION COMPLETED? NEITHER SEPARATION FOR
TRANSITION WAS DETECTED
9c. Turbulent Boundary Layer Information (Printed every LP cycles)
X--Horizontal ordinate (-0.5 is leading edge, 0.5 is trailing edge)
MACH #--Local Math number
DLSTR--6*/c, non-dimensional boundary layer displacement thickness
DEL--6*/c, non-dimensional boundary layer thicknesses
CUE--Ue, transformed boundary layer edge velocity, U - (a /ae)U
USTAR--Law of the wall parameter, SQRT(rw/p)
USTAR**2--Skin friction parameter, (rw/p)
THETA--8/c, non-dimensional momentum thickness
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CDP°-Profile drag coefficient using Squire-Young approach modified
according to reference 9
CDW°-Wavedrag coefficient, not computed in this version of code and
thus always zero
CDTOT-°Total drag coefficient
9d. Possible Turbulent Boundary Layer Messages
i. SEPARATEDCP IS O.xxx -- In the constant separated pressure level
option (IMASS_I,ITACT=I,KSEP=O)the pressure in the separated
region is printed after each boundary layer calculation. If
solution is converging, it should approach a constant value.
2. USTAR2(or USTCK)LT ZERO-- Indicates where in computation
separation was first detected. Seeprogram listing for details.
i0. Final Boundary Layer Results
ii.
12.
YUORIG-- Original airfoil upper surface ordinate
DU °- Smoothedupper surface displacement thickness
SLU-- Slope of upper displacement surface
YLORIG-- Original airfoil lower surface ordinates
DL -- Smoothedlower surface displacement thickness
SLL -- Slope of lower displacement surface
Pressure Distribution on Airfoil
CPU-- Upper surface pressure coefficient
CPL -- Lower surface pressure coefficient
Final Displacement Surface Information
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YU -- Ordinate of upper displacement surface
YL -- Ordinate of lower displacement surface
SLU-- Slope of upper displacement surface
SLL -- Slope of lower displacement surface
13. MachChart
The Machnumbers at the l,J coordinate points are multiplied by i00 and
printed out in block form. The grid points "inside" the upper and lower
displacement surfaces are indicated by zeros. Velocities (U,V) at the
flowfield grid points may also be printed out using option IPRT2-1.
14. Miscellaneous Information
The normal force coefficient, CN, and the drag coefficient, WAVECD,
obtained by integration of the pressure distribution are printed out. The
latter should theoretically be zero for subcritical unseparated cases, but it
usually is non-zero due to meshsize and grid placement. Thus values of WAVE
CD should only be used for comparison purposes.
15. Printer Plot of Results
U -- Upper surface pressure coefficient
L -- Lower surface pressure coefficient
T -- Upper displacement surface
B -° Lower displacement surface
CPSTAR°- Pressure coefficient for local Machnumberof one
CLCIR -- Lift coefficient from computedcirculation
CL -- Lift coefficient from integration of pressure distribution
CD -- Wavedrag plus profile drag coefficient (accuracy dependsupon
value of CDWAVE)
CMLE°- Momentcoefficient about the leading edge
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CDF-- Profile drag coefficient using Squire-Young approach modified
for separation and compressibility
CMC4-- Momentcoefficient about quarter chord point
16. Miscellaneous Messages
PROD.LE. ZERO
This messageindicates that the turbulent boundary calculation was
unable to obtain an appropriate starting solution. As a result the
flowfield calculations were continued with the displacement surface
ordinates and slopes frozen at their last updated values. This
situation usually occurs whentransition takes place at the shock
wave and the local Machnumber immediately upstream of the shock wave
is greater than 1.35. It probably indicates that at a minimumthere
is local separation in the vicinity of the shock wave. Since this
phenomenonis not modeled in the present code the results obtained in
such cases should be used carefully. Sometimesthis problem can be
"avoided" by computing an all turbulent case (ILAM=0) with transition
at or immediately upstream of the shock wave. It should be noted
that when this messageappears, the subsequent computedvalues of CDF
are in error.
AA .LT. ZERO
This messageoccurs when the local speed of sound is computedto be
negative. It indicates that either the solution has becomeunstable
or else the rotated schemetried to use a point outside of the
solution domain due to a supersonic point on the JMAX-I row. Usual
solution is to increase the supersonic damping, EPSS,and/or increase
the stretching and/or size of the Y grid. Whenencountered, the
computation is terminated and the current perturbation flowfield
solution is printed for diagnostic purposes.
17. Additional Output
Note that additional output can be obtained for either diagnostic or
analysis purposes by removing the C°s from various commentedprint statements
in the program.
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TYPICALRESULTS
In the development of the present method, results have been obtained for
NACA 4412 and NACA 0012 airfoils for freestream Mach numbers up to 0.6, angles
of attack up to 18.5 degrees, and Reynolds numbers between three and nine
million. These conditions were selected not because of limitations in the
method but due to the availability of excellent experimental pressure
distribution data in those regions 22-23 Thus, the results presented here are
only meant to be representative.
Figure 4 and 5 compare results obtained with the present method with the
low speed experimental data of Pinkerton 23 for a NACA 4412 airfoil at 6.3
million Reynolds number. In figure 4 the experimental data have been plotted
using the angle-of-attack correction suggested in reference 22. As can be
seen, the theory predicts slightly larger lift coefficients than the data at
the lower angles-of-attack. Whether this difference is due to an
underestimation of the angle of attack correction, as suggested in reference
24, or a problem in the theoretical model is unknown, In any event, the
theory and the data are in excellent agreement between ten and fifteen
degrees; and the present model reasonably predicts the location of maximum _ '
lift at an angle of attack of about 16 to 17 degrees. The theoretical model
does, however, overpredict slightly (1.8 vs. 1.7) the maximum lift coefficient
predicted by this forty- seven year old data.
Figure 5 compares pressure distribution results obtained with the present
method with the experimental data of Pinkerton at an angle of attack slightly
below that corresponding to maximum lift. In this case, t_e corrected angle
of attack was used in the computation, and the upper and lower surface
boundary layers were assumed to be initially laminar followed by natural
transition to turbulent flow. For this high lift case, the theory predicts
that the lower surface remains entirely laminar and that the upper surface
transitions at one percent chord followed by separation at 74.9 percent chord.
As can be seen on the figure, the predicted pressure distribution is in
excellent agreement with the data; and the pressure coefficient in the
separated zone is slightly negative and constant. Experience indicates that
for low speed cases better results are usually obtained using the constant
pressure option (KSEP=O) for the separated zone. For this case, the
theoretical lift coefficient was 1.69 while the experimental value was 1.68.
The predicted profile drag coefficient was 0.0200, which is in reasonable
agreement with available measurements 25.
As indicated previously, it is important for this type of method to
include the effects of a laminar boundary layer. Figure 6 shows lower surface
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laminar-turbulent transition point locations predicted by the present method
for a NACA0012 airfoil at Mach0.3 and six million Reynolds number. As can
be seen, for these flight conditions the lower surface boundary layer is
predominantly laminar at low angles of attack; and at angles of attack above
ten degrees it is essentially all laminar. Obviously, a method which only
includes a turbulent boundary layer calculation and/or assumestransition near
the leading edge might yield incorrect results for these flight conditions.
Figure 6 also shows for the sameconditions the predicted upper surface
separation points determined by the TAMSEPmethod. Notice that no significant
upper surface separation is predicted until about 12 degrees angle-of- attack.
After that, as the angle of attack increases, the beginning of separation
moves forward on the upper surface until more than half of the airfoil
experiences separated flow at about 16 degrees. For this case, maximumlift
occurs around 14 degrees.
The experimental data from the Low Turbulence Pressure Tunnel which are
presented in figures 7, 8, and 9 were obtained from Mr. C. L. Ladson of the
NASALangley Research Center in Hampton, Virginia. Figure 7 compares the
predicted lift coefficient variation with angle of attack for a NACA0012
airfoil at the samenominal conditions (i.e. Mach0.3 and six million Reynolds
number) with experimental data obtained in the Low Turbulence Pressure Tunnel
at NASALangley. These data were obtained on clean airfoils without the use
of trip strips, and thus the theoretical results were obtained using the
laminar natural-transition turbulent model (iLAM=I). At the lower angles of
attack the agreement is quite good. However, at the onset of trailing edge
separation, around twelve degrees, the theoretical lift curve exhibits a
"kink" accompaniedby a slight decrease in lift coefficient. This "kink" is
often observed in the theoretical lift curve when separation is first
predicted and is due to the fact that separation is usually first detected on
the coarse grid. On that grid, the first point forward of the trailing edge
is about 93_ chord; and, thus, when separation is first predicted on the
coarse grid the separation point moves forward from the trailing edge to at
least the 93 percent point, with the result that the amount of separation is
overpredicted and the lift at that condition is underpredicted. Since the
model only permits the separation point to move forward, this effect is
maintained throughout all the grids at that angle of attack. However, as the
angle of attack is increased this effect disappears. Thus, at low and medium
freestream Machnumbers, the lift coefficients predicted at angles of attack
just above the onset of trailing edge separation are usually slightly low.
As can be seen on figure 7, the lift coefficients predicted at the higher
angles of attack are, at least for this case, in reasonable agreementwith the
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experimental data. Notice that for this case the experimental data indicate
an apparent maximum lift around 14 degrees followed by a decrease and then an
increase. The theoretical lift based upon the calculated circulation predicts
a maximum lift coefficient of about 1.40 at 14 to 16 degrees. On the other
hand, the theoretical lift based upon integration of the pressure
distributions indicates a maximum lift at 14 degrees, which nominally agrees
with experimental data. This slight divergence between the values predicted
by circulation and those by pressure integration is, based upon experience, an
excellent indication of the maximum lift location at low and medium speeds.
The reason for this statement will be evident when the pressure distributions
for these cases are discussed.
The predicted variation of drag with lift for this case is compared to
experimental data at the higher lift coefficients on figure 8. Again the zlg-
zag in the theoretical curve corresponds to the similar phenomena on the lift
versus angles-of-attack plot and is due to the overprediction of the size of
the initial separated zone. Nevertheless, the agreement between the
theoretical predictions and experimental values, particularly near maximum
lift, is good and should be acceptable for applied engineering calculations.
Figures 9(a-c) compare presure distributions obtained with the present
method with data obtained by Ladson in the Low Turbulence Pressure Tunnel at
three different angles of attack. The first corresponds to an unseparated
flow situation, the second is near maximum lift, and the third is for an angle
of attack above the maximum lift condition. Since evidence 9'22 at medium
freestream Mach numbers and higher indicates that the pressure variation in a
separated zone is not constant, these and subsequent cases were all run using
the variable pressure option (KSEP=I). As can be seen on figure 9(a) the
theoretical pressure distribution for the unseparated case is in excellent
agreement with experimental data. For this case, the theoretical lift and
drag coefficlents were 1.27 and 0.0116 while the corresponding clean airfoil
experimental values were 1.23 and 0.0123.
For the case near maximum lift, figure 9(b), it should be noted that some
supersonic flow exists over the upper surface of the airfoil in a very small
region near the leading edge since the critical Cp for this case is -6.89. In
addition, the theoretical method predicts upper surface separation at 74.9
percent chord and boundary layer instability on the lower surface at about 80
percent chord. However, due to the favorable pressure gradient, the lower
surface boundary layer never transitions. For this case the theoretical lift
coefficient of 1.39 coincides with the experimentally measured value, and the
two pressure distributions exhibit reasonable agreement.
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At an angle of attack greater than that corresponding to maximumlift,
the flow about an airfoil is typically characterized by a large region of
unsteady separated flow; and a steady state solution method such as the
present one is not really applicable. Thus, the apparent lack of agreement
between the present steady theory and the experimental measurementsshownon
figure 9(c) is not surprising. Nevertheless, the general pattern of the
pressure distribution including the existence of a large separation zone is
predicted; and the predicted lift coefficient of 1.44 based upon circulation
is in surprising agreementwith the experimentally measuredvalues of 1.437.
However, careful examination of the solution indicates that it is not
completely converged, that the theoretical lift maybe oscillating slightly,
and that the lift based upon pressure integration computedat the end of a run
using default parameters is only 1.27. Interestingly, results using the thin
layer Navier Stokes equations 20'21 for a similar case (NACA0012, Mach
No. = 0.3, Reynolds = i million, angle of attack = 18 degrees) indicate a lift
coefficient varying with time from 0.65 to 1.6 with a Strouhal number of 0.I;
and both the theoretical and experimental pressure profiles shownon figure
9(c) are representative of those computedat various times in the cycle with
the thin layer Navier Stokes model. Thus, the present theoretical result is
representative of the type of pressure distribution and lift which might exist
for this condition.
Another interesting feature associated with the results shown on figure
9(c) is that the drag coefficient predicted using the method of reference 6
(i.e. CDF) was 0.0604 while that predicted using the method of reference 9
(i.e. CDP) was 0.1190. Normally, these two values are in good agreement with
each other. Apparently, in the present method when the maximum lift condition
is exceeded the solution becomes oscillatory and not completely converged, the
lift computed by pressure integration diverges from and is lower than that
from circulation, and the CDF and CDP values differ significantly. It is
believed that these three items can be used to determine for medium Mach
numbers the angle of attack corresponding to maximum lift.
Figure I0 shows for the same NACA 0012, Mach 0.3, Reynolds number 6
million case, the displacement surfaces predicted by the present method for
the upper surface region between 70 percent chord and the trailing edge at
various angles of attack. Below 11.13 degrees, where the flow is unseparated,
the displacement thicknesses in the trailing edge zone are relatively small.
However, with the onset of separation at 12.09 degrees the thicknesses begin
to increase rapidly, and the displacement surfaces take on shapes
characteristic of the flow over a stalled airfoil. It should be noticed that
at an angle of attack of 16.12 degrees, the displacement surface starts to
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curve back towards the freestream angle prior to the trailing edge. It is
believed that the displacement surfaces shown on this figure have the correct
behavior and are an adequate engineering representation of the real flow.
Obviously, it would be desirable for the present method to accurately
model transonic flows with and without significant trailing edge separation.
Consequently, predictions obtained with TAMSEP have been compared with data
obtained in the NASA 8 Ft. Transonic Pressure Tunnel by Harris 22. These data
probably represent the best high lift transonic experimental airfoil data
available today, and it has been used by many investigators. However, in most
cases previous studies have compared results using the tunnel geometric angle-
of-attack values and have ignored the known corrections associated with these
data. Since such comparisons could lead to erroneous conclusions, the present
results were obtained by matching the tunnel Mach and Reynolds numbers and
using the corrected angles of attack suggested by Harris.
Figure II shows a transonic separated flow result compared with data
obtained by Harris 22. While the pressure distribution shown was obtained
using the laminar-turbulent boundary layer option, indistinguishable results
were obtained assuming transition at 6 percent chord. In the actual
experiment, boundary layer trip strips were located at 5 percent chord. For
this case, the present method predicts upper surface separation at 87 percent
chord and lower surface transition very near the trailing edge. While the
experimental shock location is slightly forward of the theoretical value and
while the experimental pressures in the trailing edge region are slightly
lower than those predicted by the theory, the overall agreement is probably
acceptable for engineering studies. For this case, the measured normal force
coefficient was 0.994 while the predicted lift coefficient was 0.981.
A lift versus angle-of-attack curve typical of those predicted by the
present method is compared with experimental data on figure 12. For this
freestream Mach number of 0.5, significant transonic flow accompanied by a
strong shock wave is present on the upper surface at angles of attack greater
than 6 degrees. As can be seen, the theoretical prediction, which was
obtained assuming transition at 6 percent chord, agrees well with the
experimental data up to about 7.35 degrees. Above that angle of attack, the
present method predicts a maximum lift coefficient of 1.09 at 8.24 degrees
with no trailing edge separation. At 9.21 degrees the theory predicts a
decrease in lift coefficient to 0.982 with upper surface separation at 87
percent chord. The experimental data, however, indicates that maximum lift is
1.02 at 9.21 degrees and that trailing edge separation probably started at
about 7.5 degrees. Examination of the theoretical results at 7.35 degrees
reveals that the local Mach number immediately upstream of the upper surface
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shock wave is 1.42. Such a strong shock wave, whose strength increases with
angle of attack, should induce significant shock boundary layer interaction
which, unfortunately, is not modeled in the present theory and code.
Therefore, in this case the differences between the theoretical results and
the experimental data near maximumlift are probably due to shock boundary
layer interaction and its subsequent effect on boundary layer growth and
trailing edge separation. Nevertheless, the present model and code does give
a reasonable indication of the location and magnitude of the maximumlift
coefficient.
A similar lift curve for a freestream Machnumber of 0.55 is shownon
figure 13. As before, the theoretical results were obtained using an all
turbulent boundary layer; and in this case no upper surface trailing edge
separation was detected until an angle-of-attack of 8.266 degrees. The
maximumlift coefficient was computedto be 1.02 at 7.29 degrees as compared
to the experimental values of 0.983 and 8.266 degrees. For this case
significant transonic flow existed at all angles-of-attack above 4.5 degrees
and by 7.29 degrees the Machnumberat the upper surface shock wave had
increased to 1.50. At 9.33 degrees a complete solution could not be obtained
with the present method. On the mediumgrid the upper surface flow separated
at 87 percent chord, and on the fine grid the separation point movedforward
to the shock wave at about 18 percent chord and the solution failed. Quite
obviously significant shock boundary layer interaction exists at these high
angles of attack and the decrease in lift or stall is probably due more to
shock induced separation than to the onset of significant trai!ing edge
separation.
Nevertheless, the present method can be used to estimate reasonably
accurately the occurrence of this situation. As can be seen on figure 13, the
method predicts reasonably well the magnitude of the maximumlift coefficient
and is conservative as to the corresponding angle-of-attack location. In
addition, by noting the mechanismof code "failure", in this case sudden
separation at the shock wave, a user can probably determine the type of stall
phenomenapresent.
Theoretical pressure distribution results are comparedwith experimental
data for a freestream Machnumber0.6 case in figure 14. This case at a
corrected angle of attack of 5.59 degrees and three million Reynolds number is
significant for a variety of reasons. First, it is an example of a transonic
case with a strong upper surface shock wave. Second, the flow is unseparated
and the data should serve as a good test of the present method for a situation
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without separation. Finally, this case has also been solved by Anderson
et al. 20 using both an Euler boundary layer method and a thin layer Navler
Stokes method.
It should be noticed that the present results, like those of Anderson,
agree very well with the experimental pressure distribution with respect to
shock location and pressure levels. Also, for this case the experimental lift
coefficient was 0.781. The present TAMSEPmethod predicted 0.809, the Euler
boundary layer method of Anderson yielded 0.804, while his thin layer Navier
Stokes result was 0.793. Obviously, the present method is capable of yielding
excellent results that are in agreement with experimental data and other
analytical methods. However, since it is a non-conservative full potential
method, it should obtain such results with accurate shock wave locations more
easily and faster than other more complicated methods.
Another lift versus angle-of-attack comparison is shownon figure 15 for
the NACA0012 at a freestream Machnumberof 0.6 and a Reynolds number of nine
million. As can be seen the highest theoretical point plotted is at a lift
coefficient value of 0.945 and an angle of attack of 6.392 degrees. At 7.348
degrees the boundary layer solution becamefrozen (i.e. PROD.LE.ZERO)on the
mediumgrid due to shock boundary layer interaction, and on the fine grid the
flow separated at the shock wave and a converged solution was not obtained. At
8.371 degrees the flow separated at the upper surface shock wave on the coarse
grid, and again a converged solution was not obtained. For these cases,
computedlocal Machnumbers in the vicinity of the shock wave were as high as
1.56. Thus, the theory indicates that above 6.392 degrees significant shock
boundary layer interaction probably accompaniedby separation exists and that
the maximumlift coefficient occurs at that angle-of-attack. As can be seen
on the figure, the magnitude of the predicted maximumlift coefficient is in
good agreement with the experimental data; although the angle-of-attack
location is again conservative.
Based upon the results presented in this section, it is believed that the
present method and code can be used at low and mediumMachnumbers to
accurately predict lift and pressure distributions at angles of attack up to
that associated with maximumlift. At transonic speeds, the method should
give good results for unseparated flows and for flows having trailing edge
separation without significant shock boundary layer interaction. Thus, at
transonic conditions, the method is probably currently limited, for accurate
results, to Reynolds numbersof three million and higher and to local upper
surface Machnumbers less than 1.4 to 1.45. In addition, it should yield
reasonable estimates for the maximumlift coefficient at transonic speeds
while being conservative as to the corresponding value of angle of attack; and
36
the method should indicate the onset of significant shock boundary layer
interaction.
CONCLUSIONS
A direct-inverse technique based upon a nonconservative full potential
invlscid method, a Thwaites laminar boundary layer technique, and the Barnwell
turbulent momentum integral method has been developed. This method is
suitable for predicting the subsonic and transonic flowfield about airfoils
having trailing edge separated flow. Extensive comparisons with experimental
data indicate that the method should be a useful tool for applied aerodynamic
engineering analyses. In addition, it is believed that the range of
applicability of the method could be extended significantly by the addition of
a shock boundary layer interaction mode.
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,XL|OLYI -.4311||eSl ,SLAXi 1.0OOOOOO0 ,SADUSI .1|t00000|1-01
• O|.INVe •,M/TEAl SOO,NHALPJ 2,1T&CT_ t,|EKP21
O,[TERPe 0.1RI&D_ O,LPI 1••0,|MASSe I.[LANa
4,KE|PI 1
X'Y GAS• SYSTEM
2 -0.31721.0_ : -a.t410[_o! A -OSSTtE*O0 S -O.SSOOE_OO i *0.43071.00 ? -0.37011*00
• "0_3011l_00 1 "0,2411|_00 I 0 -0.11511,0G I1 -O,124TE_OO 12 -O.S240E-01 13 0.0
t4 012401"0! Ig 0f3471_00 l| 0. T141_+00 |7 0.2446_00 t| 0301_E*00 tO 0,37011_00
20 O43OTE+OO 21 O.4|OOE*00 22 0.6471|+O0 2_ 0.14101*OI 24 O.3a721*O!
2 -O.•||tE+OO 3 -O.421tE_OO 4 -O.244OE_OO J *O. f42OE_OO S -O.ISS21-O1 ? *O,S2|SE-OT
• 0.15|21-O1 0 O.142OE_00 IO O.24101*OO 11 O.42E11*00 i2 0.9111|*O_
61
X
-0.41000
*043017
-0137018
-0130|12
-024812
-0.11177
-0.12470
-O.O124O
0.0
0¸O124O
012470
0.11177
0¸34112
0+20113
027011
0.13017
0 •lEO0
ITERIT]ON
|TENAT]ON
ITIRITION
|TENATION
ITENATION i0
USTCK LT 2110
ITERITION 10
USTCK LT 1110
TTERITION TO
ITENATION 10
ITEIATION 10
ITERATION leo
1TER•TION 110
ITOmaTION 13o
ITltSTIOM
|TII&TION
ITNRIT|ON
ITNAATiON
]TERATi0N
TERN?ION
IIRAT[0N
TI•ATION
T|RATION
1111T]01
T|RATZON
T|IATION
TIR•T]Ok
T|A•TION
TER•T]0N
TEBATION
TERAT]0N
TERATION
ITBRATION
ITERATION
ITIRIT|DN
ITERATION
ITEIATION
ITIRATLON
ITER•TION
ITERATION
ITBRITION
_TENATION
IT|NATION
IT|RATION
ITERATaON
ITIRATION
ITERATION
ITERATION
ITERATION
ZTERATaOk
ITERATION
ITENATa0N
aTINATION
|TEIATION
ITERATa0N
IVERATION
|TERAT10N
|TIRATION
aTIIAT10N
IT|NATION
ITEIATION
ITERATION
ITERATION
ITERATION
ITERATION
ITENAT|0N
ITENITION
ITEAATION
aTIRATaON
ITERATION
ITERAT|ON
ITERATION
ITERITa0N
ITEAATION
ITERAT|DN
_TERAT|ON
ITE•ATION
]TEIATiON
ITERATION
IT|NIT|ON
ITERATION
ITIRAT]0N
AIRFOIL COORDINATES
YU YL UPPI_ SLOPE LOWER SLOPE
001704 "001704 0,11051 "O.11011
0.04070 "001070 0.23171 *0.23171
0.06112 -0101112 0.12139 -0_12131
0,06177 - O . Oi177 001131 -O01121
0.01i41 "0.01141 003431 -0+02431
0.01111 -0,0|111 "0,OO111 0,00111
0.05116 "001111 *003131 0.02121
0.01142 "0.06142 "0.04801 004102
0 01211 -0.01311 °0.01211 0.01311
O o1110 -O.O4110 -o.o7419 O.O7111
001311 "0+04316 -O_O1111 O101111
O,O3711 *O+O3711 *O_OI141 001141
0,03171 "O.O31TI -OIO313 0.10313
0.02614 "O.O2114 *O.II30| 0.11201
001101 "0.01101 "0+12033 012033
0,01013 "O,OiO$| "O+12103 013103
0,00211 "O.OO211 "O 13110 0.13110
IO CIR * O,II_74 ORM * O,O0111171 AT
20 CIN a 0.11171 DPM • 000011212 AT
30 CIN I 0.11121 DPH • 000041111 AT
40 CIR * O+17111
CIR , O+17411
CIR • O,13232
CIR • 0,11117
CIR • 0 10273
CIR * O.11014
CIR , 0 •8032
CIN 017111
SIR 011113
130 Ell O.11613
110 CIR 0,
110 O11 O 13711
170 CIR 013311
IIO CIR 0,13112
110 tin O,13114
200 C|N 0 12120
310 CI R O,Ei711
330 CIR 011471
230 CIR O IIl•l
240 CIN 01io123
2•0 CIR O.IOI71
210 CIR 0+10442
270 car O 10121
21oo., 01:::_210 car 0.
300 CIR 041844
310 CIR 0 41471
320 [JR 0.11307
330 CIN 041110
340 CIR 041002
210 OiR O 11110
3•0 C|R 0.4•?24
370 CIR O11611
210 CIR 0 41471
JIG CIR 0.41312
• 00 [IR O.11231
110 ClR 0+41131
• 20 CIR 04102| DPM
430 C|R O47124 DPM
440 CIR O,•Tl2i OPM
• 60 CIR O47731 DffM
• 10 CIN 0,4744i DPM
470 C|R _,I?Ii0 bPH
410 ¢IR O.47477 DffM
410 CII O+11311 DPH
$00 C|E O 47322 DPN
610 Ell O 47341 DPM
120 CIR _,•T|?• OPM
130 C]R 0.47111 DPN
140 C]R 0.47041 DPM
"°°" iii!ii°"110 [IN DPMi70 CIR DPM
i10 ¢IR 041110 OPN
6iO CIR O 11717 DPM
lOG C|A O 4i70| DPM.
110 CIR O 41110 DPM
120 CIR O414OI DPH
130 C|R 0.41113 DPM
140 CIR 0.41112 DPM
010 CIR O141477 OPM
110 CIR O+•1437 DPM
170 CIR O 41311 DPM
IIO CiR 041311 OPN
ilO CIR 041321 OPM
7oo_,. o ::::: o,.710 El• O, OPM
T20 CIN 0.4•227 DPM
730 C|R O41111 DPM
?40 C|N 0 41117 DPM
710 CIN O 11131 DPM
710 CIR 0.41113 OPM
770 CIR • 0 41O11 DPM , 000002711 AT
710 CTJ ¢ 41012 DPM 0,00002111 AT
710 CIR • 0 4i031 DPM + 0.00002151 AT
IOO C|R R 0 4_011 OPM • 0.00002111 AT
0PM • 0.00031141 AT
OPM i 0.OOO31211 AT
DPM a 0.00300031 AT
DPM i 0.00113113 AT
0PM • 0.00120102 AT
OPM • 0.00101121 AT
DPM • OOOO11701 AT
OPM
OPM
OPN
DPM
OPM
OPM
OPM
DPM
DPM
DPM
DPM
DPM
OPM
DPM
DPM
DPM
OPM
DPM
DPN
DPM
DPM
DPM
DPM
DPM
OPM
DPM
OPM
OPM
DPM
OPM
OPM
I 1 NSSP
4 12 NSSP
11 1 NISN
17 I NSSP
17 I NSSP
14 I NIIP
21 I NSlP
24 1 NSSP
24 I NSIP
24 I NSSP
O.OOO1|111 AT 24 1 NAIP
0.00071021 AT 22 1 NIIP
0.00070220 AT 21 I NIIP
O00OII111 AT 23 I NIIP
000010011 AT 32 1 HElP
ORO0011313 AT 22 I NIRP
0+00011071 17 32 I NilP
O*OOO•lll+ AT 21 I NIIP
0,0004]111 AT 12 • MOIP
O,OOO4OI0t AT 12 I NliP
06003713• AT 32 I NIIP
O,O0033111 AT 22 1 NNIP
0.0003113• AT 32 E NIIP
O+OOO31110 AT 32 I NSlP
000027114 AT II : NIIP0.00031331 AT NIIP
0_OOO33114 AT 23 I NOlO
0.00021111 AT 31 1 NSIP
0.00020102 AT 22 1 NSIP
0.00011111 AT 23 i NSIP
O,0OO17117 AT 21 1 NIIP
O,0OO17441 AT 23 $ NIIP
O+O0011111 AT 22 I NIIP
O_OOO14i11 AT 22 • NSIP
0,00014113 AT 24 1 NISP
O 00013413 AT 24 • NIIP
OOOOI4011 AT 24 • NIIP
0.00012434 AT 23 l NSIP
0.00011474 AT 22 I NS|P
O,OOOill70 AT 23 I NIIP
OO0010417 AT 22 1 NISP
O,OOO10117 AT 3• I MISP
0.00010300 AT 31 I NNSP
O+OOOI1410 AT 24 I NIIP
0.00001311 1T 23 I NSIP
0.00001111 AT 34 • MIIP
o.oooolo01 IT 2] i msS_
0,00007113 AT _ : NNIP0.00001214 AT NIIP
0.00001321 AT 24 I il|P
0.00007133 AT ]4 1 MN|P
O.OOOOT311 AT 24 • NIIP
0.00001411 AT 33 • NSSP
O.OOOOil41 AT 22 I NIEP
0.00006324 AT 23 • NSIP
O ..... Silt AT :l l NSIPO,OOOO•171 AT NIIP
0.00001317 AT 3• | NSOP
O+OOOO7027 AT 24 1 NllP
O+O0004101 AT 24 1 NSSP
000001173 AT I_ 1 NSSPO+OOOO4111 AT NSNP
0.00004191 AT 33 1 NSSP
O 00004107 AT 22 i NiSP
O,OOOO421| AT 2 t NISP
0_OOOO3911 AT 12 I NISP
O+OOOO4411 AT 11 i NSSP
0.00003134 AT 22 I NSSP
O.OOOO1710 AT 21 I NSlP
0,00002401 AT 24 1 NSSP
0.00003211 AT 23 1 NSlP
0,00003111 AT 32 l NSIP
0+00003116 AT 13 i NSSP
O.OO003T11 AT 30 I NSSP
0+00004111 AT 34 I NSSP
0.00004011 AT 24 i NSSP
2 1 NSSP s
23 4 NssP ,
23 I NSSP •
23 I NSSP •
i DELTA?
DELTA?
DELTAY
3 DELTA¥
3 DELTA?
4 DELTIY
4 DELTA?
4 GELTAY
3 OIL?A?
2 DELTA¥
3 DELTA?
3 D|LTAY
3 DILTAY
2 DELTA?
3 DELTA¥
2 DELTA¥
3 DELTAY
2 01LTIY
2 DELTA¥
2 DELTAY
2 OILTAY
2 DELTA?
2 D|LTAY
2 OELTAY
3 OILTAY
3 DELTA?
3 OELTA¥
3 DELTAY
2 DELTA?
2 01LTAY
3 OELTAY
3 DILTAY
2 DILTAY
2 DELTAY
2 DELTA¥
2 DELTA?
2 DILTAY
2 DELTAY
E ONLTAY
3 DNLTAY
2 DELTA?
2 OELTAY
1 OELTAY
2 01LTAY
2 DNLTAY
3 OELTAY
2 OELTAY
3 DILTAY
2 OELTAY
2 DILTAY
2 DELTA?
2 01LTA¥
2 DELTA¥
3 DELTA?
2 DILTAY
2 OILTAT
3 0ELTAY
3 DELTAY
2 OELTAY
2 DELTAY
2 DILTAY
2 D|LTAY
2 DILTAY
2 DELTAY
2 DELTAY
2 DILTAY
3 DILTA¥
2 DELTA?
i OELTAT
3 OELTAV
3 OIL?A?
2 EEL?A?
2 OELTA¥
2 OELT AY
2 DELTAY
2 DILTAY
2 DILTAY
2 DELTAY
2 OELTA¥
2 DELTA¥
DR YUITE i 00037
OR YU|TI I OROO27
OR YUITE O.OO2_
OR YUITI • 0.0027
01 YUITI • 0.0017
OR YUITI • 0.0271
OR YU[TE • 0024?
OR YU|TI OO171
OR YUITE i O+O203
ON YUI¥1 * 0 O111
OR YUITE O OZO4
OR YUITN • O3OI
DR YUIT| O.O314
DR YU|T1 O 0220
DR YUITI 0022•
OR YUITE 00233
OR YUITE 00231
ON TU]TI OO211
OR YUIT! O.O31]
OR YUITE O,0210
OR YUITE O.O311
OR YU|TE 0027]
OR YUIT! O O271
OR YUIT! 0 O214
OR YUITI O10311
OR YUITE 00311
OR VUITI O,03OO
OR YU_TI 0,0304
OR ?U/T1 O,0301
OR YUITE O.O313
OR YUITE O 0317
OR YUITE O.O331
OR YU|TE O_O331
01 YUITE OO33i
ON YU|TI 00332
OR YUITI O.O331
OR YUtTI O.0321
OR YUITI O_O341
SEP AT I | OIOO
||P AT N | O,IOO
SEP AT E O,IOO
I|P AT E • O.IOO
S|P AT I • O.IOO
IEP AI X • O 431
IEP AT S _ O.371
RIP AT X • O.371
|IP AT X • O.371
IEP 17 X • O 371
RRP AT X O.371
I|P AT X O¸371
INP &T I O¸371
||P IT X O¸271
INP 17 X O.371
|EP AT N O_271
IIP AT I O.371
|RP 17 N O.171
INN IT N O.371
3NP A¥ M O 37!
IER AT N O.371
IEP AT 1 O.371
INP AT N O.371
lip A? R O,37t
IEP 1T I O.37!
IEP IT I O.371
IEP IT R O¸371
• EP IT I O,371
$1P AT N O_371
I|P AT X O.371
IEP tT X O.371
3EP AT E O.371
|EP tT E O 371
INP AT X O 371
$EP AT E O¸371
SNP IT R O.371
IEP AT I O.371
NEP AT I O.371
OR YUITE
ON VUITE
ON YUITE
ON YUITE
OR YUITE
OR YU|TE
OR YU|TI
OR ¥U111
OR YU|TE
OR YU|TI
OR YUITI
DR YUITI
DR ?UITI
ON YUITE
OR YUITE
OR YUITE
OR YUITE
OR YUITE
OR YUITI
OR YUIT[
ON YUITI
OR YU|TE
OR YUITE
DR YU|TI
Ol YUITI
OR YU]T|
DN YU|TE
OR YUITE
OR YUITE
OR YUITE
OR YUIT6
OR YUITI
01 YUITE
OR YUITE
OR YUIT!
OR YUITE
DR YUITI
OR YUITE
00341 IEP AT X
O.O]•7$EP AT I
O,O341 $EP IT X
O.O212 SEP AT X
O,O311 IEP AT X
010311 EEP AT X
O.O311 IEP AT X
O.O311 lip AT X
O.O313 IEP AT N
00311 IEP AT X
O O317 ||P AT X
00311 IEP &T I
O 0370 INP AT R
0,0373 INP &T X
0.0373 SIP AT X
O.0371 iIP AT X
O.O371 •EP AT R
O.O374 JNP AT X
O.0371 3ER AT X
O10311 3EP AT X
OO]12 lip AT N
O 0313 lip AT N
O O314 SNP AT X
00311 IEP AT E
O.031i IEP AT 3
00317 $EP AT X
O 0211 $EP IT E
O.O31| SEP AT 1
O.O310 IEP AT M
O.O111 SEP AT R
O.O313 IEP AT X
O10]13 IEP IT R
SO10313 IEP AT
O_O30• IEP AT X
o o]., ::: ,, RO.O311 AT X
0r0211 IEP IT 1
O10317 IEP AT X
0+3?
027
0137
0.37
0,37
0137
0.37
0137
0137
0,37
0,37
0.]TI
01371
0¸371
0¸371
0.371
0371
0271
0.371
0¸371
0,371
0 371
0¸371
0,371
0,371
O1371
O_371
O.371
0.371
O1371
O371
O.371
0 371
O.371
0 371
O1371
O.371
01 YUITI s O,O317
OR ?U|TE • O,0|ii
OR YUITE • O.O31i
OO YUiTI ; O¸O311
IEP AT X | O.371
SEP AT R + 0,371
IEP IT M • O 371
|EP AT X • 0.37!
62
BOUNDARY LAYER ANALYSIS
YUORIG
-0 49000 001704
-0 43057 0 O4070
"037054 0 04112
"0 30913- 0 08877
02.. o :11:1O t46TT 0
-0 12470 0 058E1
-006240 0 0E542
O0 005254
00D240 O04BSO
012470 0043$E
0 18177 0037EI
0 24852 0.03176
0 30E82 0.02|14
0 37011 001E04
0430E7 0.010B5
04|000 00021S
CP BY CENTRAL DIFFERENCES
X CPU
"O_410 "2 722
"0431 -2 El7
"0,371 "1 .T1E
-0,310 -1.3E3
"O24D -107$
-0 147 *O,341
-0 125 "O.71T
-0,082 -0.S77
0,0 "0.414
0 062 -0. 340
0 125 "0.238
0LI47 -0 112
0 245 0 _ 002
0.310 0 OTI
O 371 O, 107
0421 0.167
O,4EO Oil|
x yU °
-0 45000 ,01703
• 043067 0.O4OlE
"0370S4 0.05161
-O20113 005744
-0 24862 0.04064
-OI4477 • 0614|
-0 12470 0.O|079
"O.OEZ40 0,0i482
0 0 O.OE4|S
0 OE240 0.OS202
0 12470 0.08778
0 1liT? 0 04303
024452 0 03411
030|12 0 03|77
0 37048 0 O3411
0 43017 0.03113
0 41000 0.03112
OR)G/NAL PAGE 19
OF POOR QUALITY
FOR REYNOLDS NUMBER OF 0.5006007
OU 8LU TLORIC OL ELL
0.0 0.11061 -0.OI704 0.0 *0.310E3
0.00014 O,1|72I °004070 000014 -O 1E6|2
0.00034 Of 39TO "008112 O.O001| °013576
0.00070 006847 "008477 000023 "0.06326
0.00110 O.O3171 "0 OLDIE O,OOO26 "O.O2iTi
0,00181 000017 -OOSBlE 0.00030 0.00642
0.00154 "0 02315 "0.0E486 0.0003E 0.02846
0.00240 "004025 "0_00|43 0 00038 0,04735
O.OO2Dl "O0S441 "0_0E384 000043 004341
000348 *O.OES4E "0.O4|80 0.00048 O.074i|
0,00411 "0,07378 "0.043E8 O.O00EO O.0BSS4
0,OO610 -OO741$ -0037|I 0 00053 0.05483
O,OO814 "OO8238 -0_03134 00008| O.I03OO
0010E3 "002784 "0,02EI4 0 00061 0 11012
001732 000131 -0.01808 0.00013 0 tieS4
002848 0.03783 "0.01085 0.0010B 0 12445
O.03E4T 004B03 -0,00268 0.00138 0 13412
CPL
1.048
0,681
0.350
O.g2i
0_140
0 112
oo31
0_0|0
0.047
o_038
0.033
0.030
0.030
0,033
0.035
0,043
0_118
YL 5LU ELL
-0_01703 OEIOSB "0 41058
"0.04048 0 IIT21 "0 11562
"0 08130 013570 "0.|3576
-0.Ollll 006447 -0101326
*0.OE871 003171 "0 03171
"0,OIO28 OOOO4? 0_00$42
*0101120 "0.03214 002318
"O.OEIll "0.04021 0,04738
"0,05336 °0_0|444 0,05249
"O,04lOi "0_0E841 O,OT41I
°0.01405 "0.073?4 0,04688
-0.03848 -0.07484 0.09483
"0 03234 "0.04231 O 10300
"0_02|40 "O,027$4 0,11012
-0 0|5|1 0.00131 0.11484
"O 01111 0.03743 0,12441
-0OO402 0.01503 013412
MACH CHART IN COMPUTATIONAL PLANE'FREE _TR_M F_OW TOP
112,14 TOP TO BOTTOM
J' E.12 LIFT TO BIGHT
10 SO SO 10 So 10 10 lO 10 10 Eo
48 44 48 41 15 41 A8 lO EO I1 11
48 44 44 43 43 47 12 IS OB El 14
43 2E 3I 24 |8 010_ 27 76 70 E|
41 42 31 31 33 O1OI 14 72 13 l8
41 43 40 31 31 0 18 Tl TI i] |&
41 42 42 42 43 O il TE St 13 It
41 44 43 44 41 0 71 72 17 13 It
48 4S 4E 41 44 0 71 AS El OI It
41 4l 48 41 47 0 IT IS 13 10 El
41 IS 41 IT 41 0 84 83 El IS BE
4+ 44 47 47 II 0 II l{ II RE IS
4? 47 47 AI 41 O El IS 17 El |4
4? 47 47 42 44 0 El BE El El 14
47 17 41 41 41 0 El 13 14 14 14
8T 47 48 4E 4| 0 RO El 12 13 13
41 47 41 41 41 0 41 EO II 12 13
4T 41 44 AA 41 o 47 41 SO $_ B3
iT 41 48 41 41 0 47 48 SO I1 12
AT 47 47 AT 47 0 41 48 ,0 '2 ,4
41 41 48 41 41 41 41 41 JO SO 8|
45 4l 48 4l 4l 45 IN 4l lO iO i0
45 il 48 4l 4l il 41 il II 4l 41
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT CN BY INTEGRATION *
WAVE CD • 0,O41124
THEORETICALLY _ER0 FOR IUECRITTCAL GAleS
O.ltlT
63
r_ _. , _' .._ li_ t
-0 8100
-OaSO0
-0,3700
-0 2100
-0.2300
-01700
-01100
-00SO0
00100
0,0700
01300
O,11OO
0.2SO0
0.3100
O3100
04i00
04|00
T|
T •
7 B L
T II L
• II L
• •L
• J
T •
• E
U • |
U TLII
TL|
•BLU
TBLU
TIlL U
TII L U
U
U
CASE NO So|
U
U
U
U
U
U
"26|_ "2.475 -2.O44 "1,El2 -J.301 "O.|Ot -SEt? -O.121 0_28| O.$SJ I.O41
PR|SSUAI CGEFFZ_IENT
CPSTAR e -2r1217 CLC]R • O.120]
CL w O.•4|g CD _ O07822S CMLE • "O.tS•? CDF e O.OIOEO1 CMC4 I O.OSES
?SET CAll. NACA OOI2. MACH 0.•. nN I M|LL|0N, ALPHA | iS DEG
CASE NUNB|N |O|
MACH _0 ]S O_$OIANGL• 0P ATTACK |$ 1_2•O DIG•ERE
INV|SCiD AN&LV•|S CASE
W/TH LAM|NA_ TURIULSNT ¥|$COUS INTERACT|GN
AND N••S|¥| ||PANATION
AND VARIABLE PRSEEU•| IN SIPANATEG R|G|ON
•FINP
MB .|OOE||El_ .W* ! . ||E||NS! .Ell . SE||77|44 . •3 • _IQOOOOOOO .&LPm • 101442871 0tP•l .O .|P•$.
1¸OOOOOOOO ,M4* _4|OOODO_G ,$4. _OOO00OOO .£ONVI +tOOOOOO34_oOS.All .24||D•||| 0&|l .14||S¥•75 °A]u
3_•SiI||&S .iN* $OO0000.OO .NIl•LYE ".4S|••Siil ,CiRI 48014|82S ,C_CDRRs .O .REELs ._•OOOOOOO
NDELPN* .12SOOOOOO .•PJ L4GOOOOODSIoO2.XSBP, 4]i|See•• .ICP•• _tO$iEO•_i ,CPB• .SOE0e¥|7E °EMON• ,47OOOOG2J
ELS|P• ,SO0000000 ,XPC• .$OOGOOOGD .XLJDLY• ".43|SEIO10 .RLA_• I.OOOOOOOO .mAgUS• .liSOOOOOSE-OI
SEND
||/NP
|MAX_
•END
4D.JMAX• 2S.IKASEI |O|.|kV| O.M|TENm
O,|SKP3s O,|SKP4e O,|TERP' O°|RDAD,
t,|PRTIJ O.|PET2• O,KSEP• t
4OO.NHALFI
O,LPI
2.iTACTs 1,|•KP2,
IOOO,|MA|•* 1.|LAM•
=
F
64
X-Y OR|0 SYITIM
X YU
-041000 0.01704
-04|044 0.03212
-0 4]047 004081
-0.40072 0.04120
-03701| 0,01111
-0.34021 0.0144|
-0.30182 0.01744
-0.27123 0.01401
o0024|$2 0.01014
-0.21741 0_01101
+0 11177 0¸01141
-0 11|77 001114
-o1247O O.01071
-00|317 0.0111i
-004240 0.01112
-0.03121 0.01734
0.0 0.04111
0.03121 0.06217
0.01240 0.01201
0.01317 0.04112
0+12470 0.04774
0.11177 0.04|21
0+14477 0.04303
2 -0.O0271_01
8 -0.B3171_00
14 -0.3403|_00 Ii "0.]0|11,00 11 *002712|,00
20 *O.IBIS|_o0 21 "0 12471+00 12 -0.1217|-01
Zl O.31211-o1 27 O.12401-01 11 0.13171-01
+3 O+21111+o0 33 O.141110oo 34 +.271210OO
31 O.4OO71+O0 31 O.43011*00 40 O 41041÷00
44 O.111110OO 41 O.14101*01 41 O+22711001
3 -O01111100! ] "O+11111*00 4 -O+113110OO
1 -O+III11000 I -0+14101000 IO -O.10111+OO
14 0.32311+O1 11 O,I1121-O1 11 O.tOlll+O0
20 0+32011*OO 11 0.42111000 22 +.11311*00
AIRFOIL COORD1NATII
YL UPPER $LOPI LOWIN ILOPE
| "O.3172E+O1 _ "0 22711-O1 I "O.11101*O1 _ .O.111110OO _ "O 14711*OO
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